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Winning streak snaps
The brief one game winning streak of the SJS
varsity basketball team came to an abrupt halt
when the visiting Spartans dropped a 79-66
contest to Denver University last night.
The Spartans, paced by Leon Beauchman’s 25
points, concluded their season opening roadtrip
with a 1-2 mark.

Mock jury decides tonight
on Buck’s ’capricious’ actions

Dave Hillman

Gotcha!

Chris Menze (in sweater) fires shot at "Crazy Dennis" in the
latest Art Building skirmish. Combatants Michael O’Donnel,
and Richard Mahaffey lie on floor, while an innocent bystander cowers on the battle -field.

By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Chief Investigative Writer
A 12 member jury will decide tonight if Mike Buck A.S. president, is
guilty or innocent of "capricious and
arbitrary action."
The charges were made Monday
night in a mock trial conducted in a
Speech and Drama Department class,
Discussion and Dialogue.
Buck voluntarily appeared to testify
and act, along with class members, as
a co -counsel.
Specifically,
Buck was charged
with:
O"Arbitrarily vetoing and denying
A.S. funding to academically related
activities."
IrMaking campaign pledges in bad
faith and with reckless disregard for
feasibility of said promises."
O"Fraudulent and reckless disregard for the spirit and function of the
executive office as spelled out in the
preamble" of the A.S. constitution.
The trial, which was generally
conducted with somber seriousness,
was colored by the appearance and
performance of the main actors in the

War rages in Art Quad;
daily skirmishes reported
By MARK SIMON
Daily Staff Writer
Crazy Dennis and the boys are
bringing about the rebirth of chivalry.
The SJS Campus Security noted
the event in receiving a report of a man
in the Art Building with a sub -machine
gun yesterday morning.
Crazy ("They know who I am" he wouldn’t give his last name)Dennis,
Michael O’Donnell, Richard Mahaffey,
and Chris Menze, art majors, have
been staging a semester -long rubber
band fight in an attempt to "bring back
chivalry."
Progressing from fingers to rubber
band guns, Crazy Dennis, a student of
sculpture, O’Donnell, Mahaffey, and
Menze, ceramics majors, have been
engaged in a rubber-band war that includes rules, a "gentlemen’s agreement," scorekeeping, and smacks of
medieval knighthood.
What began as a small skirmish
has progressed to fanaticism, as the
"battle of the bands" has become a
major portion of these students’ day.
The contest is highly structured;
only homemade rubberband guns may
Written
rules have
be employed.
evolved.
"We’re trying to govern ourselves
by rules of integrity and honor,"
O’Donnell claimed.
The rules are:
1. Only rubber bands may be used.
2. A point is scored when an
opponent is hit. Only one hit per day
is allowed - once an opponent is hit,
the game ends for the day.
3. If a man is working on an art
project, the warring party will refrain
from attacking.

4. A point is lost if an attacker hits
a person not in the game.
The four expect the conflict to run
until the end of the semester, with
the Art Quad serving as the main battle
front.
Crazy Dennis is presently
leading 21 to 18.
They use the game as a tension
release, but the Security has another
outlook.
One of the valiant knights has converted a large squirt gun intoa rubber
band weapon. Reported by a parking
lot attendant as a man with a submachine gun, Officers Frank Scholl and
John Lux rushed to the scene.
Officer Schoff viewed the jousting
as "just a bunch of kids fooling around.

If they want to play, take it off campus."
The warring parties noted that
Officer Schott "intervened - very
politely."
Despite Security’s efforts, the contestants not only intend to continue
the "War of Rubber Bands" but expand
it.
No,
they’re not going to start
wearing armor and rescuing fair damsels. But they are recruiting armies.
The warriors said they are looking
forward to "one major day of confrontation when armies join battle in
the Art Quad."
Menze said the response from other
art students has been,enthusiastic.
"They love it - they thrive on it!"

Angela Davis demands tabled
The Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors tabled three proposals
submitted by the Angela Davis Defense
Committee at yesterday’s meeting.
SJS engineering professor Jack
Kurzweil, spokesman for the local
committee presented a three point
proposal to the supervisors:
OTo adopt a resolution asking that
Angela Davis be freed on bail.
Kurzweil made his request on the
grounds that Miss Davis was recommended bail by the Mann County Probation Department while she was held
in San Rafael. The request was denied
by the Mann County judge.
"Her release on bail would be her

only possibility of a fighting chance
Kurzweil stated.
OTo rescind the appi opriation of
money for the security of Angela Davis.
The group opposes the recent appropriation of $203,000 for the added
security measures for the safety of
Miss Davis.
With the massive estimates of the
total cost of the trial, the release of
Miss Davis on bail would eliminate the
’added cost of providing for her security, explained Kurzweil.
OTo adopt a resolution urging the
trial site be moved to San Francisco
County.
The Santa Clara County Attorney’s

Ecology highest, AS. lowest
in poll of students’ priorities
By ELAINE WESTERLUND
Daily Feature Writer
Second of three parts
Students
want their A.S. money
spent on ecology rather than on the
student government.
In a poll taken last spring, 68 per
cent of the students polled thought the
Environmental Information Center
and the Recycling Center deserve a
high funding priority.
As shown in the accompanying table,
only a small percentage of students
thought the branches of the A.S. government deserve a high priority.
The poll, taken by the Student
Opinion Poll Committee of Academic
Council, asked students to indicate
what funding priority they thought some
of the A.S. sponsored programs should
have.
There were five categories: high,
moderately high, moderately low, low
priority, and no opinion.
In their report, the committee com-

student politics.
Lee Zweifel, chief prosecutor,
called Bill Becker, Student Community
Involvement Program (SCIP) cocoordinator, and Steve Burch, A.S.
attorney general, to the witness stand
for testimony on Buck’s veto of SCIP
funds and the feasibility of the A.S.
president’s co-op projects.
The defense called two of Buck’s
aids: Jeff Potts, A.S. ombudsman, and
James Beall, A.S. housing coordinator.
Potts told of the president’s work to
revamp Spartan Shops and Beall testified on his efforts to start an urban
renewal project.
When Buck took the witness stand,
he reiterated his stand that "instructionally related" programs should be
state funded, not A.S. funded.
The A.S. president said he is trying
to cut through Spartan Shop’s "complex
auditing system" in order that A.S.
could draw income from the surplus
monies of the organization, which
operates the Spartan Bookstore and
cafeteria.
Speaking of Spartan Shop’s alleged
surplus, Buck said, "There lies a lot
of our financial hope."
In presenting his closing statement
to the jury, Buck, referring to his co-op
projects, granted that some of his
projects are "long term." But he reminded the jury that when the College
Union was first planned, students knew
it would be many years before it would
be built.
Cross-examining Buck, the prosecution asked if the State Education
Code didn’t require that the chancellor
give prior consent to any agreement
involving
real property worth over
$10,0(10.
Buck acknowledged the chancellor’s consent might be needed for some
projects, but he noted he foresaw no
difficulties in obtaining approval. In
addition, the president said he hoped
federal funds could be obtained for
housing projects.
The prosecution dwelt on the feasibility of Buck’s campaign platform.
Prosecutor Zweifel asked Buck,
"In your campaign you said these
feasible, you didn’t
projects are
say then that you would just do studies,
is that correct Mr. Buck?"
"Yes," Buck replied.
Previously, Buck had stressed it
would take time for the A.S. to stabilize its financial affairs, in order
that his "long range" projects could be

bined the first two answers into a
"high priority" category, and the second two into a "low priority" category.
Half of the 871 students participating in the poll were asked to respond
to the funding issue. The other half were
asked about their involvement in A.S.
activities.
From the figures in the table, the
report concluded that
committee
"student government activities were
of low priority."
The A.S. Information Office, which
handles public relations and distributes
information to students, received the
highest rating of the branches of the
government, with 47 per cent of the
students giving it high priority.
The report also found that some
programs designed to "actively benefit
some special segment of the student
body" received high priorities. Educational Opportunity Program (EOM,

the minority studies departments, and
foreign student loans were all given
high ratings.
Mass communications was also
shown to be important, with both the
Spartan Daily and the Radio -TV News
Center getting high ratings.
Cultural and intellectual activities
such as performing arts and films were
thought to be important since "an
average of over 50 per cent indicated
that these activities should be funded
through A.S. funds."
The Music Department did not fare
too well with most students giving their
programs a low rating.
Intercollegiate sports, which in
all sports except football, fared
a little better than the Music Department.
shown on
Other activities not
the table which were thought to be of
low funding importance were Sparta
Camp, the Orientation Confercncc, and
Intramural sports.

Guild, represented by Elizabeth Cobey,
voiced the opinion that Santa Clara
County is "rampant with racism" as
has been found in county courts.
The move to San Francisco would
provide, according to Dr. Kurzweil,
a fairer trial because the higher percentage of Blacks there would provide
"We do
better jury representation.
not believe she can get justice with an
all -white jury. The likelihood of an all white jury is a great likelihood" in this
county.
Concerning the supervisors’ tabling
of the proposals, Dr. Kurzweil replied,
"I expected it, but we are just
beginning."

accomplished.
Buck’s office workers and supporters passed a number of "tips"
through the audience and up to the defense table.
At one point, Potts moved his
chair directly behind the defense. Judge
Terry Friese reprimanded Potts and
made him move.
Likewise, while the trial was interrupted for a five minute deliberation
period, Pam Strandberg and Burch
left their seats to confer with the
prosecution. Judge Friese directed
them back to their seats.
In other courtroom action, Burch
bantered with Terry Gusto, a Buck
aid in the audience, over the prospects
of a Buck -Burch debate.
Also at one point Bailiff Frank Porto
hustled to the hallway outside the court.
Porto was acting on an unsubstantiated
report that Buck was talking to the jury,
which was taking a recess in the hallway.
The jury’s deliberation will be
taped. Dr. Dave Elliott, instructor in
the "trial" speech class, said the
class is studying reasoning processes
and the taped trial and jury deliberation will "help us learn how people’s
heads work."

Rutherford’s
lawyers seek
postponement
Attorneys for SJS professor Eldred
Rutherford will ask that his tenure trial
be postponed until January unless it
begins next Monday.
Elizabeth Cobey, one of Rutherford’s attorneys, said yesterday she
doesn’t want the case to be heard
during Christmas vacation, in deference to the SJS community.
If Judge Joseph Kelly reschedules
the once -delayed trial for the middle
of next week. Mrs. Cobey and colleague
John Thorne will request a second postponement. The case was pushed back
Monday due to a court backlog.
Rutherford’s lawyers learned late
yesterday that the case may start
Thursday, but the date must be confirmed today.
"The educational aspect of this
trial is important for students and
instructors," she said.
"The issues in this case are first
amendment rights, the right to gather,
the right to speak and the right to
unionize.
"The people at SJS have a right to
see and to hear what is going on at
this trial."
Her explanation differed from Dr.
Rutherford’s who said a December trial
reduce the availability of
would
witnesses.
He claimed many would leave on vacations by late next week.
Donald Day, representing defendant
Chancellor Glenn Dumke, had little
reaction to the development yesterday.

Funding Priority of A.S.Sponsored Programs
Programs/Activities
Environmental Info
Center
Recycling Center
Performing Arts
Student Union
E.O.P.
Child Care Center
Spartan Daily
Forums
Minority Studies Dept.
AS Experimental College
Radio/TV/News Center
Intercollegiate Sports
AS Executive
Social
Intramural Sports
Choir, Glee Club
AS Election Board
Symphonic Orchestra and
Band
Varsity and Pep Bands
AS Legislative

High
Priority (%)

No
Low
Priority (%) Opinion (%)

68
68
68
65
60
60
59
59
53
52
51
41
33
32
31
29
25

27
26
26
27
33
32
35
33
41
38
43
48
55
59
57
60
62

25
25
20

65
65
67
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Editorial

Victorian days hang-up
The SJS committee which
selects candidates for "Who’s
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" discriminates against women.
One of the criteria it chose for
nomination to "Who’s Who" is
grade point average (GPA). The
’Catch-22’ included in the criteria is that women have to have a
2.8 GPA to be nominated but men
need only a 2.6.
The apparent reason for the
disparity is that women at SJS
have higher GPA’s on the average
than men. The selection committee therefore went along with the
SJS tradition of letting men compete only with men on the scholarship criteria and let women
compete only with women.
Such thinking seems to be
a hangover from the Victorian
days when it wasn’t nice for women to compete with men. Perhaps the committee believes such
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-
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competition is too hard on male
egos. Or maybe the committee is
striving to get an equal number of
men and women in "Who’s Who."
Whatever its reasoning, the
SJS selection committee is conto widespread distributing
crimination against women.
Interestingly enough, "Who’s
Who" doesn’t require the arbitrary and discriminatory criteria
used by the SJS committee. The
committee members who thought
of this outrageous criteria ought
to move out and make room for
more enlightened members.
We wonder when groups and
individuals will stop dividing up
the human race into arbitrary
groups to give some an advantage over others.
Man has a long way to go before
women are treated like
respected human beings rather
than an inferior group to be exploited by men.

Commencing with
the administration
of A.S. President
Dick Miner (1968-69) and finalized during the administration of
James Edwards (1969-70), the
funding of intercollegiate football
was assumed by the Spartan Foundation (a group of alumni and
community people with ?n interest
in athletics). This activity was
formerly funded by the Associated
Students.
This shift in source of funds
was the first phase of a five
year plan by which the income
produced by the football program
would be sufficient to fund the
entire athletic program at SJS.
This plan was predicated on the
assumption that it would take five
years to build a winning football team of such caliber that

the revenue produced from the
games would be sufficient to provide SJS with a first-rate athletic
program.
During this five year period,
other income producing sports
such as basketball, track and
soccer would also become part
of the Spartan Foundation’s funding program when these sports
became self-supporting. Thus,
this five year plan would allow
the foundation to gradually assume funding for a sports program that was once financed by
the A.S.
For the fall, 1971football season, the foundation raised over
$110,000 for the football program.
Presently, the basketball and soccer programs are almost to the
point of becoming entirely self -

Letter to the editor

Mock trial eNokes reaction
Last night I happened to stumble across a mock trial of the
mock president of the mock A.S.
government. It seemed that the
charges used in the trial involved
the A.S. president’s use of undefined power.
As most of us know, or will
learn, undefined power can only
be, used to intimidate rather than
create. So Pres. Buck has been
using his first semester in power
to make people squirm. It appeared from the trial that he was
successful.
The trial centered mainly on a
co-operative
housing
student
However, it was never brought out
what a student housing co-op is.
It may be an A.S. student lavatory between 13th and Williams.
It was evident that it does have
specifications:
Olt’s greater than a house
but smaller than San Jose.
Olt will take at least a year
to be created and it may not be
created at all. However, A.S.
government will be working on it.
OThe cost is greater than
$75,000 and less than $75 million,
I think.
As the trial continued, Buck
exposed some of the limits of his
authority. According to his own
testimony, Buck has authority for
single capital expenditures of
$10,000 to be spent in a year.

This, item along with the A.S.
housing coordinator’s admission
that no body exists that can
gal ly manage the creation of a
co-op nor that money exists to do
so makes me feel that either A.S.
government is not doing its homework or else may be up to something else.
if Buck has not done his homework and does intend to build a
co-op, he intends to get some of
the money for it by cutting funds
to all programs where academic
units are given. In theory it is a
good idea.
However, if he proposes to
publish a newspaper, staff a band
or manage a team, he will have
to pay these people in dollars
instead of units. So it seems to me
that this is not a reliable source
of money, bodies or programs.
Buck’s ideas are attractive
and he has given one that is feasi ble, a student opinion poll. This
poll could reflect goals that Henry
Hopfodder could identify with. But
they will only make Henry happy
while he is a student at SJS.
Since the majority of students
are only at SJS two years, then I
would recommend that the goals
be completed in two years
John Bayer
Santa Clara
Former SJS student

"What are you trying to do destroy the two party system?"

Letter to the editor

‘Read the catalogue, Mike’
Editor:
On Monday the A.S. president
wrote from his office concerning
proposed Musical Events
his
Committee. The president of this
was to control concert
group
groups and ensemb les in the Music
Department.
The President feels that the
Music Department has too much
control over the musical cultural
events on this campus. He states,
"These programs are now open
only to those students who have
fulfilled the Music Department’s
prerequisites."
This statement lacks basis in
fact. It implies that the Music
Department has prerequisites for

its performance groups. There
are some groups that require an
audition or consent of the instructor, but this requirement would
also be contained in the Musical
Events Committee. They would
only want musicians "who have
the desire and ability to participate in the programs."
I would suggest that the A.S.
President consult the student catalogue so that he may obtain some
facts for a change. It only costs
$1 (plus tax) and if that’s too
much it can be found in the library.
Tom Peacock
D31072

Political Beat
By Joyce Krieg
,xtS44.,

The race for the Democratic
party nomination in the 23rd Assembly district is already shaping
up to be one of the most interesting in 1972. The 23rd is the new
Northern California district promised by the legislature. It extends from Redwood City through
Palo Alto, Stanford University
and down the Bayshore to pick up
SJS.
At least six candidates have
already
expressed interest in
running for the seat. All the elements are there - liberal versus
moderate, man versus woman,
young versus old, minority versus
White - for one of those classic
juicy primary fights the Democratic party is so famous for.
Announced and unannounced
candidates who have already taken
a place on the starting line include:
Ernest Abeytta: lost by a
heart-breakingly-slim margin to
Alister McA:ister in the 25th
Assembly district primary in
1970, generally considered tore present Chicano, Eastside interests.
’Joe Colla: San Jose City
Councilman, is the candidate most
closely tied to the moderate, Old
Guard party regulars.
OPetra Ebangi: young, liberal

political activist, plans to run a
grass - roots, people - oriented
campaign.
’Bob Pisano: A.S. president
at SJS in 1965, lived in Los Angeles the last three years. Is not
well-known in this county, but it
may not matter. His folks are
wealthy and he has influential
friends where it counts in the Tunney and Cranston camps.
’Jim Stewart: a young, progressive San Jose attorney, has
the most efficient machine of any
candidate - it’s already throwing
parties and putting out a newsletter. Lives in Palo Alto, so may be
able to lay his hands on the fabled Palo Alto - Los Altos riches.
*Grayson Taketa: Unsuccessful
candidate against Congressman
Charles Gubser in 1968.
The Republicans have shown
little interest in the 23rd Assembly district - it is designed to be
so heavily Democratic, whoever
wins the Democratic primary
might as well buy a plane ticket
to Sacramento.
Anyway the Republicans are
too busy trying to figure out how
they’re going to "dumpMcCloskey" - at least seven Republicans
are ready to take on the dovish

Congressman in the Republican
primary.
Republican businessmen in
San Mateo County (McCloskey’s
home base) are banding together
to see that the anti -McCloskey
candidates don’t spend so much
time slicing
each other apart
that
the
nomination falls to
McCloskey, whose stand against
Nixon is odious to many rank and -file party members.
Called Election of Responsible
Representatives in Congress
(ERRIC), the group plans to endorse and work for the candidate
it feels is the best alternative
to McCloskey. A meeting was held
in Menlo Park last week and four
of
the
candidates asked for
support.
All of the candidates in both
parties are still playing in the
dark, though, because the legislature still hasn’t figured out how to
reapportion the state.
Santa Clara County may lose
the 23rd Assembly district, for
example, if the legislators have to
redraw the lines again in an
Eleventh Hour attempt to make
reapportionment more palatable
to Gov. Reagan. The candidates
may wake up to find they don’t
have a district to run in.

If the legislature can’t figure
out an acceptable reapportionment scheme, then it will go to
a bi-partisan commission to be
rehashed. And there’s been talk
that frustrated candidates may try
to take the whole mess to court.
It all means that it may be
quite a while before the state is
finally and officially reapportioned.
But next month, candidates
must file with the registrar of
voters to run for office. How
do you file if you don’t know which
district you’re supposed to file
for?
There’s a possibility that, if
this should happen, all candidates
will run at large.
Here’s how it would work in the
Assembly primary race: every
voter in the state would receive
the same ballot containing the
names of every candidate for all
80 Assembly seats.
Only you won’t vote by district - you just tick off the 80
names you like the best. If each
seat has an average of three
people vying for it, the ballot
may contain 240 names. And that’s
just for the Assembly.
No matter how you look at it,
1972 should be an interesting year
for local party primary races.

supporting. Perhaps now is the
time for these income producing
sports to be assimilated into the
foundation’s fund raising program. This year, basketball and
soccer
received
$40,000 and
$10,000 respectively from student
tax monies. A reduction in the
fiscal allocation for next year,
coupled with a gradual shift in the
source of financing, would enable
the foundation to have total financial control in the 1973-1974
fiscal year.
The record for this year’s
football team is quite possibly the
best that anyone can recall. As
a result of the team’s success,
prospects are encouraging for an
even more successful fund raising drive next year. Additionally,
there is the possibility of a television contract that would bring in
more funds for the athletic program.
The last time San Jose received revenue from a televised
game
(Stanford),
it
totaled
$18,976.44.
With the Spartans
going to the Pasadena Bowl, the
prospects are even brighter for a
television contract. (Also, the
band could quite possibly share
in the income from television
contracts.)
The hope now is that the football program will solve the financial problems of the athletic program. In the meantime, the Association will continue to fund those
minor spurts like water polo,
.aseball, swimming, and so on.
The foundation will gradually
assume funding for the income
producing
sports
(basketball,
track, soccer, football) and the
minor sports until the foundation
assumes total financial responsibilities for the athletic program.
In order to help facilitate
relations between the A.S. and the
Athletic Department, President
Robert Clark created the Athletic
Advisory Board to serve as a
mediating body between the two
groups. Then, as now, the problems have centered on money
and the treatment of athletics.
While the financial shift is
occurrmg, the Association will
continue to fund activities in the
Athletic Department. This:sitttalion necessitates more’ePntrol
over money allocated to that department.
Legislation institutionalizing more strict fiscal
control has been introduced to
Student Council.
The Athletic Control Board
will be composed of various members of
student
government,
athletes, students -at -large, plus
professional staff persons as resource personnel and advisors.
The Board will govern grants-ininvestigate the practices
aid
and policies of the Athletic Department regarding the sports
funded by the A.S.
The Board will act as a watchdog for the $200,000 that currently is "handed over" to the Athletic Department. There will be
no
representatives from the
Alumni, Spartan Foundation or
any other group which does not
financially support the sports
funded by the Association. A.S.
does not fund football and, therefore, keeps its nose out of the
football program. However, the
A.S. will continue to participate
in Athletic Advisory Board proceedings.
It is not an unreasonabledesire to want to know how and
why $200,000 of our student tax
money is spent. We also do not
need advice from non -contributors on how to spend that money.
Students participate in the program and students finance the
program. Why shouldn’t students
control the program?
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Bang! Bang! Gotcha!

4,

MODESTO-The air in the room filled with
curling wisps of smoke, smells of stale beer
and the murmured drone of half-drunk patrons.
The gunman in the local Modesto bar yesterday no doubt took it all in a glance.
Nervously, he found the bartender, perhaps
even ordered a drink. Then, with the cash
register opened he reached for his gun concealed
in his boot, shot his right foot, grabbed $100.
and painfully escaped.

14:14VIN BISHOP
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Steve Marley
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Pleasant dreams
grabs a quick snooze on a
secluded grassy area on
campus

An elderly gent from the
community decides to take
timeout from the world and
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BayArea leftists
probe summons
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Reception will honor
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PREPARATION FOR FEBRUARY

Dr. E.P. Panagopoulos, &TS history professor and recent recipient
of the Outstanding Professor Award for 197071, will be honored at a
reception today at 9:30
p.m. in the Urn unhum
Room of the College Union.

SJS President John
H. Bunzel is scheduled
to present the award to
Dr. Panagopoulos following refreshments
and a brief musical program by the SJS Chamber Singers.
A native of Athens,
Greece, Dr. Panagopou-
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An appeal of the A.S.
Judiciary decision
which gaveFantasy
Faire sponsorship to the
Student Community Involvement Program
(SCIP) was rejected by
the College Appeals
Board Friday. The
Board, a recommending
body to SJS Pres. John
Bunzel, decided there
was "insufficient evidence to entertain an appeal."

The appeal was made
by A.S. Pres. Mike Buck
on behalf of Associated
Students, and A.S. Councilman Andy McDonald,
on behalf of council, after the Judiciary ruled
SCIP should have sponsorship.
A similar
Faire had been planned
by the A.S. Program
Board.
Ron Bergman, A.S.
Program Boarddirector, said he was refunding the $2 fee that
would have been charged
craftsmen had the Program Board held a
Christmas Craft Fairfl.
McDonald said he
would not take any other
Geology majors and course of action on the
non -majors may pre - Faire. However, he
register for spring plans to introduce legissemester geology cour- lation setting up an
ses today to Dec. 19. appeals act to systemaAll geology courses tize methods of appeal.
except 2B, 105, 110 and
129 will be pre -regisGRADUATES
tered.
Information may be
I’ end write in your own
obtained in the Geology
field for money.
department office, DH
WILLIAMS PUBLISHING
P 0. Bois 42.22, Rockford. IL
321.

Get with it,
rock hounds

los. came to SJS in 1956
after receiving a law degree and M.A. from the
University of Athens and
a Ph .D. in American
history from the University of Chicago.
Recipients of the coveted Outstanding Professor Award are chosen by an inter -departA
mental committee.
teacher’s publications,
creative production and
outstanding teaching
effectiveness are considered in awarding the
distinction.
The reception is
open to faculty, students
and interested members
of the community.

The radical East Bay
Revolutionary Union
(RU) is once again under
fire in Congressional
investigations, according to Chris Menchine,
San Jose RU activist.
In a brief press conference yesterday,
Menchine-said that "at
least 25" members of
the RC had received letters from the House
Committee on Internal
Security informing them
that their names had
been mentioned in executive testimony before the committee.
The letter, which is
signed by Richard H.
Ichord, chairman of the
committee, states:
"The House Committee on Internal Security has received certain evidence and testimony in executive session, in which a person
named
was identified as a member of the
Revolutionary Union,"
and further informs the
recipient that he has the
opportunity to appear
before the committee as
a witness.
Although the letter
is specifically not intended to be a summons
or a subpeona, recipients are also informed
that they "have the right
to be accompanied by
counsel."
At
this
time
Menchine said the RU
is "not worried" about
the letters.al though

they may indicate that
subpeonas will be forthcoming.
Barry Greenberg,
another RU activist and
former newspaperman,
stated that the letters
were "only part of a
series of government
moves to block dissent
by the Americanpeople."
Greenberg further
said that the letters
themselves were unimportant.
"We know of several
people whoreceived
these letters who don’t
have anything to do with
the RU," Greenberg no-
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"The key problem,"
Greenberg continued,
"is whether the House
committee will follow
these up with subpeonas - which they usually
do."

aSagIttarlans are good -vibes people. And Schlitz Malt Liquor goes
down well with Sagittarians. Because Schlitz Malt Liquor
Is Taurus, the Bull. Known for its dependable good
taste, and Sociability.
People under your sign love freedom and like to take one challenge. Taking
a risk doesn’t bother you You’re independent and spirited. You say
whatever you think, and sometimes you can be pretty blunt.
Despite the fact that you’re plain spoken, people like you because you’re
gifted with bright optimism and an uncanny Intuition. And there’s nothing
you like better than sharing your ideas with friends.
Your ruling planet, Jupiter, gives you a lively, almost compulsive interest
in people And people sharing good limes is what Schlitz Milt LIBUCif if
all about You always introduce your friends to the Bull, because he’s
got the stuff you admire Sagittarius and the Boll-- you’re both brave,
bold, and proud

Nobody makes malt Neer like Schlitz. Nobody,

Two-week C.U. art show

Voila! Wood comes to life

Bill Noyes

Woodcarver
Dolores San Filippo -Matthews, a selftaught woodcarver, has her teak, mahogony and terracotta pieces on display
for two weeks in the C.U. art gallery.

By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Fine Arts Editor
The artist’s dream
of creative fulfillment is
to take a bare surface
and give it life beyond
reality, be it in the form
of a stark, realistic portrait of an old man or
a grotesque sculpture of
an animal.
Dolores San Filippo Matthews, whose works
are in the College Union,
is such an artist.
Transforming a dead
piece of wood into a
magical type of living
material, Mrs. Matthews’ figures have
simplicity but possess
power which they seem
incapable of.
The self-taught artist’s pieces have a primitivism to them, notably her "9 9 9" work.
It is a curving satayrPan figure having mys-

tical references and
made of mahogany
mounted on sugar pine.
Like all of her
works, Mrs. Matthews
integrates the protruding figure relief with the
abstract motifs of the
background.
Mrs. Matthews, who
began her art ten years
ago, explained, "Bas relief carving is a challenge because it means
trying to get three -dimensionality, light and
shadow from a flat surface."
She added that woodcarving is "creating an
optical illusion and
working with geometrical form. It’s a combination of the real and
unreal."
Mrs. Matt hews has
always been interested
in the Eastern philosophies of Hinduism and

Buddhisin, and such influences show up in her
wooden works.
This can best be seen
in a work with two girls
peering from either side
of a flame -like form.
The rather quiet and
toned -down use of color
used in a meaningful way
is rather Eastern innature.
All of the animals
and people carved out of
wood by Mrs. Matthews
stand in high relief off
the picture surface.
Though Mrs. Matthews is undoubtedly
skilled as a wood carver, she tends to standardize her figure’s
faces (the same flat,
wide and broad qualities.)
This re sul ts inthe
larger works gaining all
of the viewer’s attention
leaving the smaller pie-

ces with relatively nothing new to interest the
gallery visitor (although
the tiny "Comic Crest"
is my iavorite).
This week Mrs.
Matthews will be in the
C.U. art gallery working and carving her latest artistic endeavor,
a teak wood piece titled
"Black Majesty."
The 4 -foot by 2 -foot
hunk of wood is indeed
impressive in its very
size, but to watch Mrs.
Matthews at work is a
rare privilege which the
SJS public should not
pass up.
"Black Majesty,
according to its creator, is an attempt to
"show the power and
bearty of the Black people." The subject of
"Black Majesty" is a
"Black madonna," she
commented.

Magie9 9 9’
Black magic surrounds Mrs. Matthews’
major work, "9 9 9." The movement
of the dancing Shiva -like figure invites
gallery visitors to feel the texture and
relief of her art pieces.

Roberta Flack, Beach Boys
release improved albums
By D.J. SALVATORE
Special to the Daily
Whether your tastes are harmonized or soulful, you will be satisfied with two new record
albums that have recently hit the music market.
The first of these is Roberta Flack’s "Quiet
Fire" (Atlantic). This release portrays Roberta
at her best.
"Go Up Moses" has a Bible-oriented flare,
something Roberta does smoothly and uniquely.
Her interpetation of the Simon and Garfunkel
favorite, "Bridge Over Troubled Water," defines
her musical understanding of the spiritual sound.
The Newark Boys Chorus and Cissy Houston are
added to make this tune, one of the highlights
of the album.
Singing with Quincy Jones at the Circle Star
Theater, Roberta enhanced the fine musicians in
Quincy’s group.
The partisan crowd dug many of the tunes
contained in this recording. A few of the same
great players are employed in this album --Grady
Tate, Hubert Laws, Chuck Rainey, to name a few.
The Left Reverend, Eugene McDaniels stated
on Headless Heroes, "..she, in my opinion, is
a lady of quality, grace, humanity and talent
of the highest order."
Roberta sings the moving "Sunday and Sister
Jones," a McDaniels tune. She does a few vocal
rifts on the Reverend’s album probably under the
pen -name of Carla Cargill.
Her influence in the world of soul should
have repercussions far and wide with this record -

Roberta’s smooth and easy flowing meloing.
dies have won the acclaim of many listeners.
Miss Flack’s originality and dedication has been
built upon feeling. And it is this feeling which
Eugene
makes her beautiful --and at the top.
McDaniels is right on, so is Roberta Flack!
"Surf’s Up," the Beach Boys latest (Brother
Reprise), contains some revealing messages about
water, students and life.
Harmony is the key to the Beach Boys’ success.
Following in the footsteps of the Four Freshmen,
Brian Wilson, with his high, sharp vocals, along
with the rest of the family has continuously
produced some of the best harmonizing in the
Few groups can come close to
musical field.
approaching the Beach Boys’ vocals.
"Don’t Go Near the Water," as the title implies,
talks about the present ecological mess. Mike
Love sings:
Toothpaste and soap will make our oceans
a bubble bath
So let’s avoid an ecological aftermath
Beginning with me, beginning with you.
Brian Wilson’s "Til I Die" is a good example
of the four and five part harmony for which the
Beach Boys are famous.
Since "Smiley Smile" the Beach Boys have
changed direction from surf style rock and roll
to a social commentary as in this album. This
new direction should lead to more success for
a fine group.

Return to the good old life
in Summer of 42 film

A
film’s caption
reading: "In everyone’s life there’s a
Summer of ’42," is no
joke.
For Oscy and
Hermie that particular
summer meant the discovery of girls. But in
reality the film
"Summer
of
’42"
meant nostalgia all the
way

With today’s revival
of old movies, ballroom
dancing and yesterday
fashions, the film fits
that category appropriately.
One
was gladly
transported to that era
through the film’s brilliant photography,
narration, music and
direction.

Chopin, ballerinas
and Bergman flick
Witold Malcuzynski,
world-renowned Chopinist, will play selections by Chopin and
Liszt tonight at 8 in the
Concert Hall.
Sponsored by the
A.S. Program Board,
the event is free to students, $1 for faculty and
$2 general. Students
must go to the Student
Affairs Business Office
and pick up a free ticket by showing their A.S.
card. A card shown at
the door without a ticket will not be accepted.
Scheduling a full
program beginning with
Liszt’s Wesihen,
Klaten," with variations
on the theme by Bach,
Ma I cuzynski will end
with Liszt’s "Rhapsodie
Espagnole.
* *
Tiny ballerinas and
leading men from the
Children’s Dance Theatre willperformtomorrow in the Dance
Studio of the PER building room 262.

The free show will
feature 13 dancers from
age 9 to 11 in dance
improvisations.
The
theatre is directed by
Mrs. JoAnn Black, who
was a substitute dance
instructor at &IS.
*
*
The Wednesday Cinema series presents
"The Seventh Seal," a
1956 Swedish import,
tonight at 8 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The Ingmar Bergman work, which utilizes English subtitles,
is an allegory of man’s
search for meaning.
Spartgn Chinese r.lub
pcperits

EXHIBITION TWO

DANCE
with

soul sounds of SAND

Dec.119:00-1:00
College Union Ballroom

The stoi2,, taking
place on an island, was
authentically photoIt captured
graphed.
shimmering beaches,
spaced
sparsely
wooden -framed houses
and rural "Main
Street," outlined with
a drugstore and cinema
reminiscent of that
time.
Dorothy’s house
overlooking the blue
ocean and surrounded
by grassy fields was
marvelously captured
on camera,
for example.
The direction of this
Warner Brothers’ production was exceptional, with the major portion being comical.
Oscy and Hermie set
out to learn how to
score with girls in 12
easy steps. The scene
in which Hermie
timidly asks the pharmacist for contraceptives was extremely
funny.
However, the latter
is
segment,
which
totally serious, naturally blends in with the
rest of the film. This
Donlon highlighted
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THE C011EC TER
STARRING SAMANTHA EGGAR
OPENS AT 6:45

"Summer of ’42," sig-

nifying nostalgia at its
peak.
In a revealing
scene, Dorothy has just
learned her husband
has been killed in action
and is suddenly visited
by Hermie. The camera
focuses on the telegram
stating the bad news,
the decor of the house
and finally Hermie
comforting her as they
become more intimate.
Hermie played by
Gary Grimes, and
Oscy,
alias Jerry
Houser, are convincing
as two 15 -year -olds
approaching their first
sexual acts.
Dorothy, the girl of
Hermie’s dreams, is
played
by Jennifer
O’Neil.
Miss O’Neil
smoothly portrays her
as a sweet coy 22 -year old woman wanting only
the best for Hermie.
"The Summer of
’42" is a excellent
movie depicting that
era and the maturation
of young boys tasting
the fruits of life for the
first time.
--K.D.

Wagon ho!
Epic drama "Mother Courage- explores p.m. in the College Theater. Pat Kyle
the negative aspects of war and will (second from left) plays the title role.
resume tonight through Saturday at 8:15

Drama’s action is slow

Get it together, Mom

By KATHY DORAZIO

Daily Fine Arts Writer
After seeing the
Drama Department’s
production of Bertolt
Brecht’s "Mother Courage," which opened last
weekend, a sidebar
could be added, "Mother
Come Lately."
The play was well
done, but no one could
really appreciate it until
the second half, when
action occurred with
Mother Courage and her
loyal troop lugging the
cart around.
This reaction appeared to be a shared
one as the audience
squirmed in their seats
waiting for in t e r mission.
The epic war drama
is about a woman during
the Thirty Years’ War
selling goods to the Catholic and Protestant
troops to make a living.
Pat Kyle’s strong
characterization and
brillant portrayal saved
the play from completely faltering altogether in
the first half.
Miss Kyle plays
Mother Courage as a

IKE & TINA

shrewd, aggressive woman forced by the deadly war to stop at nothing
for profit, even when her
childrens’ lives are at
stake.
Others playing convincing roles included
Joseph M. Sanchez, as
the cook, Jeanne Rose,
as Yvette who profits
by war through her womanly wilds and Teresa
Bothe as Kattrin, Mother Courage’s mute
daughter.
Brecht’s drama,
which occa sionally included a song, was highlighted by Sanchez’s
singing ability.
The playwright focuses on a theme that
has haunted man for
centuries, war. An ugly
human degrading picture is tragically painted in 12 scenes. For
this reason alone this
production is worth seeing.
Overall, the play
shows that only the fit -

had better start moving.
Mother Courage’s
authentic wooden wagon,
serving as the central
set and focal point of
the story, also deserves
honorable mention
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On Sale: San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
246-1160(Stevens Creek & Winchester)

test survive, with only
the strong-willed Mother Courage left alone
peddling her wares at
the end.
The Drama Department should be commended for staging a
Brecht play, a difficult
thing to do, due to its
unique format. However, if the play is to
be considered perfect,
the sluggish first half

John Marley & Ray Milland
[GPO.

IN MDR A PARAMOUNT MOPE
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Daily Spartan
’Bell Jar’ Sierra Club members
topic of
More than just climbers court bound
book talk
Dr.
Catherine
Blecki of the English
Department will discuss "The Bell Jar"
by Sylvia Plath at the
faculty book talk today.
The talk will be held
in room A and B of
Spartan Cafeteria at
12:30 p.m. and is open
to all faculty members
and students.

By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Feature Editor
A hiking boot on each foot and a pair of sturdy
calves usually mark a Sierra Club member,
But not everyone needs the appearance of a
mountain man and a back pack to join,
The Sierra Club is concerned with more than
just climbing a rock, according to Earl Randall,
president of the SJS chapter.
Anyone interested in ecology and conservation,
with $2, may find a constructive outlet in the
Sierra Club, he said.
"We’ve joined other groups in filing a suit
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to stop the building of nine miles of super high way leading to Mineral King, which would destroy
hundreds of redwoods," stated the senior environmental studies major.
Randall claimed this act has stopped the possible
construction, and has provided time for the court
to hear both sides of the story.
"Now we’ll have to wait for the decision, and
if it goes against us, our next step will be to
try and minimize the impact on the soil," he
explained.
Members of the Sierra Club have been active
in the Castle Rock and Uvas Canyon clean-ups,
said Randall.
And, "Since the Gold Coast Bill was recently
defeated in the Committee, we’ll start in January
to set up tables on campus and try to get some of
the 325,000 signatures from California voters
we need to put the measure on the next ballot,"
he declared.
Presently, in the Sierra Club makings are
a ski trip to Donner Summet during Christmas
vacation and a caravan to Death Valley during
semester break. They’ll sell posters today to
raise money for future trips.
"All our trips cost minimal," said Randall,
"because we share the cost of gas and food and
cooking equipment is provided by the club if a
car doesn’t have its own."
Some of the Sierra Club ventures are only
"We have Sunone day deals, Randall said.
day hikes to Big Basin, and bicycle trips in the
Palo Alto hills."
When they go back packing, they "stick together," and "everyone goes at their own pace."
There is usually a leader, according to Randall,
who knows the area and "if someone wants to
go climb a peak, he has to ask this person, who
decides if the guy is qualified," said Randall.
In this way, they can keep tract of everyone,
and it’s standard procedure for every Sierra
Club, he continued.

fice, and sign up for
interviews which will
be held Dec. 13-17.
The winner will be
chosen from a group of
finalists
during
January just prior to
Winter Carnival, which
will be held at Squaw
Valley from Jan. 23-28.

Student discount
packets for the week’s
activities will go on
sale Jan. 3 for $2.
The packet will give
students lodging in the
Olympic Village at $65
apiece, (two to a room).
or $70 apiece.
It includes 5 nights of
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People needed
Associated Students
officials are looking for
students to serve on the
A.S. Human Relations
Committee, which investigates cases of discrimination on campus.
Any student is eligible to serve on this
committee.
Jeff Potts, in the
A.S. office on the third
level of the College
Union, has additional
information. His extension is 2916.
Potts said he is also
looking for students interested in preparing
an orientation booklet
for new students.

1401 SOU 111 I IRS! STREE1

SJS students will
have a chance to meet
with San Jose City
Councilmen in the second in a series of
neighborhood meetings
with the council tonight
at the Buddhist Betsuin
Church, 640 N. Fifth St.
The meeting will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the church annex.
purpose of
The
these meetings is to
provide a forum where
community members
can confront councilmen and various San
Jose department heads

with the problems relevant to their specific
neighborhoods.

Sign-up for law
William G. Walston,
director of admissions
of San Antonio Law
School of St. Mary’s University, will interview
prospective law applicants tomorrow from
9:30 a.m. to noon.
The Career Planning and Placement
Center, Bldg. Q, room 9
has information on time
and place for individual
interviews.
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Special Student Rates! Save!

will interview business
majors or minors for
their Management
Training Program on
Thursday.
Interested students
should sign up for interviews in Business,
Technology andGovernment Office of the
Career Planning and
Placement Information
Center, Bldg. Q, room 3
(next to the business
tower.)

TO EUROPE

Phone (415) 392-8513

lodging, 5 days lift tickets, 10 meals, and complimentary ice skating
and sauna baths.
For non -skiers, a
is
similar package
available at $47 apiece
(three to a room) and
$52 (two to a room).
The package does not
include lift tickets.

G.T.E. Lenkurt will
interview industrial
engineering students
with work factor background Wednesday.
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Campus News Briefs

Council forum

292-1266

10% DISCOUNT
The "Daily Spar- he’s after the Spartan
on dry cleaning
tan," proposed "inde- Daily."
when
ASB card
pendent" campus newsAnderson’s letter
IS shown with
paper, is headed for contends the action is
soiled garments.
A.S. Judiciary.
trying to control the
Contending that the campus news media. He
plan is unconstitution- said it further violated
al,
Councilman Lee academic
freedom,
CLEANING CENTER
Anderson handed A.S. freedom of speech and
t000t to Lucky Melte.)
Attorney General Steve represents censorship
266 E.SANTACLAR
Burch a request yes- in its purist form.
terday asking him to
seek a ruling on the
proposal.
The bill was presented to council last
week. It has the backing
of A.S. President Mike
Buck.
Buck believes asking judiciary for a
ruling now
is premature.
"They’re
jumping the gun. It’s
not even a bill - it’s
a proposal," said Buck.
Burch disagrees. "I
don’t think we have to
wait until it becomes a
This "looms of Illoseo was broogiii to yea by
bill," he said.
"This
will establish once and
LENNY’S LOUNGE 171 E. SANTA CLARA
for all whether A.S. government has the right to
rival organizations on 111.01111111111.11111
campus."
Christmas Charter Flights
II
"It’s like a giant
:NEW
coming in and trying to
ROUND
TRIP
wipe out the little man.
First he (Buck) tried to
o LONDON
wipe out SCIP (Student
ROUND TRIP
Community Involvement Program); now

Queen entry extended
Deadline for queen
entries in the annual
SJS Winter Carnival
has been extended to
Friday, according to
queen selection chairwoman Dee Dee Ecke.
Candidates can pick
up applications in the
Associated Students of-

Bring Your
DIRTY - DUDS
to us
for professional
service and care
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It’s still a team game

Dr. James Naismith was a good man.
Back in mid -December of 1891 the good doctor devised a game designed to develop individuals to their fullest mental and physical capacity.
A game that taught the value of individuals working
together as a team for the good of the group.
He called it basketball.
That game became an important part of America’s heritage almost as soon as Dr. Naismith
began experimenting with peach baskets on the wall.
With the rise of the NBA, the superstar and
the oversized big man however, basketball has
recently degenerated into a game reserved
strictly for individuals.
No longer is the game played as a group.
The pros come down court, clear the side for
their flashy guard who plays one-on-one with his
adversary and shoots, or the seven -foot giant
stuffs. The team player is ignored.
The individual has completely taken Over. An
over -emphasis on scoring has led to a selfishness among basketball players (even in non regulation sand lot games). If you don’t score in
double figures, you’ve played a crappy game
according to many people.
With the exception of high school teams (where
cagers are just beginning to develop), very few
squads play basketball as it was designed to be
played. The NBA and most colleges set their
stars loose and sit back.
When a single player dominates a team, that
team suffers. So does basketball.
That’s why I welcome Ivan Guevara to SJS.
Guevara is a coach who does not stand for
prima donnas, cherry pielters, loafers or corn -

plainers. He builds his squad around tough defense,
good passing, fast breaks, teamwork and conditioned athletes.
His team works together or not at all.
Guevara believes that five skilled, but not overpowering guys will usually beat a team dominated
by a superstar and four jealous individuals. He
works towards that goal.
Obviously, if a team has far superior raw
talent they may win the contest, but that squad
will not always get the most out of playing the
Winning, after all, is not everything. I
game.
don’t care what certain coaches say.
The ultimate for a coach like Guevara is not
only to win, but to prepare athletes, both in mind
and body for the future.
Most of his teams at Whittier College (both
varsity and freshman) bore this mark. He turned
out few stars, but tons of excellent basketball
teams.
Guevara’s philosophy has already paid off to a
small degree in 1971. The 74-67 victory over
Air Force, a 2-0 squad before they played SJS,
could give the Spartans enough confidence to know
They’ll
they can win, if they play together.
get killed playing like individuals.
The win also halted the Spartan’s 22 -game
losing streak (the country’s longest before it
ended).
It gives Guevara a chance to fashion
his own record without being burdened by 21 loses
from the Danny Glines era.
SJS may not finish the season with a winning
record. It probably won’t finish the season with
an established star. It WILL finish with a better
team.
Win or lose, Ivan Guevara is my kind of coach

Ruggers learn
the tough way

Home hoop

games free
Admission to all
home basketball games
and other Spartan athletic events will be free
for SJS students, Jim
Scheel, assistant athletic director, announced
yesterday.
Students who purchased $14 athletic privilege cards at the beginning of the year may
now obtain a $7 refund
by turning the cards into
the Student Affairs
Business Office. Students will receive the
refund within 48 hours.
Scheel said.
The Spartans open
their home season
against Cal State
Hayward Friday in
Spartan Gym. Students
will be required to show
their ASH cards to gain
admittance
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THE ELEVEN YEAR CAR 66 VOLVO
122$. Great shape, auto radio heater,
new paint. 77,000 int $995 267-3481
Rm. 1104 B Dele

..

Student Union
Rowe 151

IN
0
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Open Monday
II to 5
_re

NEW low as

All makes and models available
See the new Front -wheel drive R -I2
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
The economy and luxury of the 504 Peugot

Bank Financing
5 1/2% Interest ’

Leasing
Rental Cars

Test Drive
any New Car

MOTOR IMPORTS
1*STAR
375 S. Market
PH. 286-6500

r ride,

IDEAL CHRISTMAS gift for parent to
Mere. ’70
help male student buy.
Cyclone
Red with white vinyl top.
H extras. 10 miles
Orig. owner
a former 5 yr SJSC student Paid
$5008 cash 2 yrs ego $2735 or offer
for appointment to see this like new
car call 244 2708
CHRISTMAS STEAL- Maybe I h
grinch stole Christmas, maybe he
didn’t
You can steal 70 Honda
450 for $550, its cherry. I’m desperate Cell 293-6560
’67 BMW 11100: Michelin rediels,
clean, 48,000 miles Needs some
clutch & trees wk $1,075 See
Dr. Minium, Psych. Dept or cell
269-9365
’67 FIAT 150 SPT COUPE New
b
, 6 -ply radials. end custom
Stint. coed Make offer
exheust
Drafted. 167-4712
CONVERTABLE.
’63 COMET
& R
Ex coed Sharp interior.
Runs good PB & PS $200 Celt
Joe, 9644497 or 326-4350 1,4713

YIN YANG VS ***** EDS San Jeee’s
first and oldest welarbad store invites you to compare quality, serum*, and price when Wong your
Cell us anytime or stop
waterbed
over any afternoon or *wrung. Just
blocks Irons SI at 400 Pert Ave.
corner of Deimos. MAXI
FREE XMAS TREE with every corn
plots king size bed. Aqua Snooze
Water Beds, 1415 The Alameda 286 3544. 12-1 Mon - Sat.

2 ROOMS now aveilable for liberal
kil/F in house near SG K it prie.
ell utils pd $65 215-1167 Ralph
or Jack

LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON
SALE, Get REED. SJS’sunly crest
ive arts magazine- the cream of stu
dent fiction. poetry. and photog
raphy, just SCIC per issue, or SCR
for both

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH MASH
MASH"
Starring Donald Sutherland 7 & 10
PM Morris Dailey Aud SOC admission
LANDLORD BUG YOU/ Be your own
landlord! Find 9 friends able to ley
on $500 down and handle $85 -month
payments &
s/sow you how lo
buy 13 -room house on lith near
SJS, as cooperative owners Call
Roger or Jo* 10 Miller Properties
739-5591
FRIDAY FLICK? "Mash" 7 & 10 PM
Morris Dailey AS 500 admission
EVER NOW
EDITIONS
LAST
Get Reed, SJS’s only
ON SALE,
creative arts magaaine -the cream
of student fiction. poetry. and photo greatly, just 50c per issue, or
801 for both.
2 EIDRM, FURN. APT. FOR ENTI
All el..
W/W/ carpets.
New.
Kit
Lots of storage space. $193
per mo or best offer. Call 2957019

IS MM movie camera, B&H medel70-CIL
25 mm f 1 4 Cook Ivotal
Anestigmat lens Filming speeds
16, 24. 4S, 64 I p s Nese price 1600
Now $295 Intl tripod, case &
Cell Ozzie 216-1111 eat 72

FELLOWS: WILLOW GLEN AREA.
Congenial, large room whit. prin.
$60 poems 294-1211

6.

Leaving
ROCK ORGAN! Must Sell
for Europe! Needs slight adjustment.
Also Saber Reverb Amp w/15" Fender spk. and accesories $150. Call
266-2964
after 1:00 P.M Bill.
YAMAHA F0-150 GUITAR w/case &
access Like new. S70 or best offer.
294-9410.
SKIES! I gotta beautiful pair of Lnage
Comps Flo, $100 Call Jim 275-1596
after 600 P.M.
SKI BOOTS-MEN, buckle kellsch
Like new
Size 9-9 1/2. $50. also
Trevlso Italian buckle boots .Size
6-6 1/2 625 Call 286-2062
GUITAR-GOYA, Model R-12. 6 string,
with case. Must Sell Cell anytime
Nick: 354-8338. $60
ESPANA Steel String 161 21 Fran.
New, cool coed
Retail: ’Guitar
$140, Case $34. Both for $115. Call
Dave, 377-7374,

s

1

FOUND! LADIES WATCH in front of
West Hall Tues. 11/15 Call 326-9407
after 5 P.M.
LOST: One large altered B&W cat
Answers to "Clumbshit." Lost in area
of Ilth and San Fernando on 11/29
Please cell 297-3051
ALLIGATOR WALLET lost -L brary Science ins Sun 12-1 S.S.,
ASH, 10, License. & credit cards
REWARD
Helen
No
269-3077

P185001AIS
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry. all
One of a kind
If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 354804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George L armor,
JOBS EUROPE guarant.d& salariedEngland. Sr, taerlend, year-round,
young people 18-29 General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send $1 00 to Jobs Europe Dept C
Box 441118 Panorama City, California
91402
MO REWARD. BrowhSchwine Girl’s
bike stolen from in front of Cent.
Hall Call Pauline 286-6597, No
Questions
FRONTLASH needs people to help
register voters Phone 294-9271 all
5 p.m.
NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasm., Si 03 Bonus
with student ID on first visit California, Blood Bank Foundation, 35 S.
Almaden Ave 1Opposite Grey/sound
Bus Station) Phone 294 6535
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Charlie Abraham
I love you you DLO

ulLP WAti’li
? COLLEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attrective shepely coed
I,, ml -paid model whose pictures
.11 appear in nationally distributed
colaagiat art calendar If interested
send bikini picture ommeduately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144$. Gr..
Reed, Tucson. Arizona 15712.1
DRIVER WANTED We to 507, tom
mission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gallery St 297-4228.
NEEDED, People who sea. to better
themselves Pert or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity. C11: 24796*5 & 275-0120
WAITERS, BUSBOYS exp. weekends.
Must be able to speak Chinese. Waikiki Village 15466 San Jose- Los
Gatos Rd Los Gatos 356-9164

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Idlewild
Press. 1007 E Olympic, Los Angeles,
Calif 90021
FRIDAY FLICK ’WASH" Hilarious
satins starring Donald Sutherland
7 & 10 P.M. Morris Daley AS
50c admission
COIN COLLECTORS wanted to start
coin club Interested collectors cell
Dave: 292-7493
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Cell
Birth Control Institute 267-3467
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SAL El
Get REED, SJS’s only creative arts
magazine- 100 cream of student fiction.
poetry, and photography. just 50c per
issue, or 801 for both

WOMEN STUDENTS. Housewives
earn extra Christmas $$ hosting unique party plan You invite friends,
neighbors & earn 25% of all sales.
We give party!
ExcelleM
opportundy.
Call 295-4495 5,7 P.M
for party reservations and nfor

AUTO INSURANCE - No driver re
hes.
Low Monthly Rate. Chuck
?
Comparrson
leer cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Cover*ge up to 100cc 526 00
to 126 cc 1/30. to 176 cc $34. to 330o
$311. to 750 cr $64 David Towle 241
MOO
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month ,f
ice, no contract
Esche’s 251-2591
TYPING -Term papers, etc., experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8674
EXPERIENCED THESISTYPIST Elec
Inc Mastrs-Reports Marianne
7...Nero 1924 Harris An. San Jose
Telephone: 371-0395
FAST, ACCURATE, mperienced ri
pist, can edil Four miles from cam
pus Mrs Anlanian 291 4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Weddings
copying, brochures, banquets, enter
tamers, portraits DJ -275-0596
EXPER., FAST. Accurate Typeng &
Editing
Ea English Teacher, IBM
--Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bry roar at 244-6444, after 5-30 PM
SPEED READING -We guarant.e to at
least double your speed with over
00% comprehension Learning Faun
detions 296-3224
TYPING -IBM E lec odd Term pap
era -lhes is -manoscrob
286-2620
Nr. college Fast. reesonabie Mrs
Oliver
GOLD STAMP your name on Xmas
cards, bookplates, ststionery.wedding
ribbons, etc Call Mary Jackson 3770560
TYPING IN MY NOME Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter, 1330
No Bascom Avenue, Apt 010 Phone
244-6581
Clean those dirty rugs & dune those
dull floors before the holtdays. Not
more than a hour needed to ha. clean
& dry rt411. Cell after 200 at 2911,
0225- Very reasoneble
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M Vogt, PhD., Mathematics. For most
courses at State Phone: 377-7984
BEGIN PRIMITIVE HANOWEAVING.
Macrame tapestry. 10, 2 hr. classes
eves.
Call Wendy Browdy 2944907 aft. 6 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE SANDLES $16. Call
Vince 287-8493
typing. Mm pica. Experienced.
Term Papers, Theses, Oc 2436313 9 A.M to 6 P M
IRAIIPUkIATIUM
FLYING SOON! ’four TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
make your GETAWAY
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
off with
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a fr. TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
217-8666 for info or 297A700 for
reservations
EUROPE ’ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
Ono way and round 1r to student flights
Inexpensive student camping tours
throughout West and East Europe. in
cluding Russia SOFA agent for in
ter ’European student charter flights
Contact ISCA 116117 San ViceMeBlvd
Suite 84 I. A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
826-5669
DRIVER NEEDED! New York City
to Palo Alto by Januery 51/1. Owner
pays expenses 11970 fully equipped
Impala) 941-2099
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
Lowest air fares, cher., flights. conyenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union.
Call us at
287-2070 or stop by our offic. Free
flight bag for first 100 priss.gors.

SPARTAN

WANTED: Reindeer with red nose to
play lead in combo. Must apply before Dec. 25. Call K. Kr,n01.
REPAIRMAN NEEDED!
Need someone to fix our toilet
WM pay s10 fiw you. tabor 795,
8444.

HOUSING

DAILY

51

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR RENT/ I, 1, al 3 bdrin Apt
wive carpets, AEK sv/pool. $115, $IN.
$110 p/rno.
Centrally located 3
nut*. from campus just off Almaden
Expry 2445 lionconede Dr Mgr. Apt
111, No chrldren or pets. Unfurnished.
Cell before 9 PM 264-1613 Ouret
area, conducive for studios,. individuals.
GIRLS ONLYI New rooms withk itch.
priv. From S60 99 So 9th and 2711
So tOth
Across comp. Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

LIKE RINGING

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, vac..
2 bedroom apt Wier carpets Souffle appliances Heated pool ’Lots of
cabinet space $150/mo 466 S 5th Cl

25,000

147 UNITS
4 Swimming Pools
GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS
Neat-Clean-Cluiet
Studio Apts Sep drs s in g room
Something Special - Clbl studio con
vertible lo 2 bdrms, 2 dressing rm.,
2 bathe Of and dinng rrn, eccornodates 4 Mutts Well lighted reserved
parking, night security patrol, close
to bus -line. stopping. $JS 9105 Ind
1319 Sunny Coml. San Jose
up
297-1200

DOORBELLS

L NESS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq ft Executive
3 year o d mode rn contemporary cus tom country home on one acre with
reaped icient ouew In beautiful con3 bdrm 2 bath. built in bar,
dition
sliding glass doors, boomed ceiling
throughout this house $53,500 00Call
259 3019

294-6414

NEW low as 1

2399
499.1799.
Complete line of used cars
i

’63 VW. Body damage Good rebutlt
243-9632
engine, good tires $150.
or 243-7105

WHO 15 0,5. COOPER? HIJACK ER?
America.
Parachutist?
Hero?
$200,000 richer?
W
Club
President al Large?

POTTERY: The Shingle Mill. Felton,
Calif Call Bruce 335-7334

DOWN SKI PARKA
Like new,
excellent cond. Lrge Blue $25.
Call John- 371-0274 (After 6 p.m.)

Good coed

I 1 Pik
STUDIO/OFFICE to ,ent
from SJS Private entrance and I,
ba , dark room $50 or best off Call
267-7367 evens

KILL! HEAD SKIS. 103 Metal -Glen.
203 cm New No bindings ever mouMed
Under 1 year guarantee $125
Ph N7-3627

’71 HONDA 350 SCL w/helmet, s. bar
0 chain Excellent coed $675 2938636 after 4 30 pm

63 VW ENGINE. Runs but needs valve
wort. $75 or best offer 371-9447
If no ans, cell after 10 p.m.

/1
NEW low as

A.S. Print Shop

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
poind
Any anoint Ph 293.2954

’63 TR .4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Most sell
Ver., good condition
Chuck Dodd
$2$0. or Nat off er
245-111111

’611 VW Square Back. New factory
rebuilt eng (warranty) Stereo, a., coed
$1700 cash
Call 267-3481
eat 1214B

T o all students with ASH cards and faculty

CALL TRISH:

IMMACULATE 4 BOWS., 2 bath
home 4 blks. from SJS Lrge ries,
basement. 2 car detached garage
Back 2 Odom with kitchennette.
S32, 950 MidIdeal for rental.
town Realty 732-3500

’61 VW 13on deluxe se/sunroof ’64 40
hp engine, semi -camper table. bet
storage. new point 5750. 654-5426

id

01

12 STRING GUITAR.
243-1846

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH" starring
Donald Sutherland lb 10 P M. Morris Dailey Aud. 50c admission.

’64 Gala.. SOO XL 390 w/4 sp. P.
Steer Maras, %Int. cond. $400 or best
offer 356-2005

a

srnll onei Be 11 small mediu.,. or big
Or
scled printing job, composed of multiple peg"
or iusl one, leave it to 111. AS Print Shop to do
if eti ’411

NIKKOR 300mm lens, unused. In
original box $300 retail Sacrifice
for $150 275-0696 after 5

SKIIS--YAMAHA STANDARDS 190 cm
I *tied for soroeone
%Int. cond.
Bindings & safety
5’5" or over.
straps. Call Linde S. 287-6923 after
4 P.M.

ssc

MI

1

B EAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate prutahr
A chance to live for free
cottage
and earn considerabl yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 469 S.
7th St Ph 293-8656

HART SKIIS. Length 81" se/adjustable
tyrolean safety binding, Good cond
$5500 Call 297-2822

DART STATION WAGON ’Good cond.
R & H. New tires, shocks. battery,
brakes. $200 Wing Chair, like new
264-8091

: Fiat Renault Peugeot

N a In iii

THE PISCEAN
35 S 4th 1/2 block north from S.G
library King -queen complete beds
$4600 Double $42 00 Twin $33.00.
Frames $14, liners $1 heaters $35
10 year guarantee on all
end up
Also wet., sofas, modern
beds
tapestries Melfurniture,
17 organic
low sales people 39$. 4111 287-7030

ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS Humanist Community of S.J
Fri 10, Dec S PM Contr. $2.00
738 No. 2nd. Phone 294-5017

1966 VW BUS Koni shocks c mb r
compensetor. Rebuilt trans.
ter exhaust $1100 firm Call Bill 21164954

i

11
11 i 11

WHAT’S A SLAPSTICK NIGHT? Come
See Dec 9111 7 30 College Ballroom

’69 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$500 369-8389

10% DISCOUNT !

loi
We ’1 I

NOTICE: ALL POTTERS
Beautiful high quality treadle wheels
complete with wedging table Student
cost only 1125 at "Potters Place" 76
Phone 266-3913
E. Son Fernando

LARGEST SELECTION of current.
used paperbacks records and books
records
1/2 prin. Quality books
purchased
Top prices paid -cash
I ots of scienc fiction,
or trade
RECYCLE
suppiementels. rlassic
IN So 2nd St 216 6275

1960 VALIANT STATION WON. Slant
6 R/H. Runs OK Good student car
Used daily $175 267-9420

TODAY
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, meeting, Pacheco CU.
11 a.m.
WORKERS LEAGUE CLUB, Umunhum C.U., 12:30
p.m. meeting.
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION, 7 p.m. meeting in
Almaden B of C.C.
SIERRA CLUB, meeting in Almaden A of C.C.
7:30 p.m.
SIMS, a lecture in C.U. Costrwan at 8 p.m.
PI SIGMA ALPHA, meeting, C.II. Costaoan A,
2:30 p.m.
*454590$ W.4
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HUMANIST COMMUNITY of &J. For
the non theistic searcher For free
info write PC BOX Ill, Son Jose
95106 or call. 294-5017

AUTO/4011V! 121

Sparta Guide I

1850 W. Soo Carlos 294-1455 Soo Joie
i
N

KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of 5-15 co ed who can’t afford
It,. expense
900,000 Betty Crocker
Coupons Ideposited at inf.., booth
stud Union/ by Dec 10 te
oar
for machine
Please help
v....
cant

LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON
SALE! Get REED, SJS’s only orestivn arts magazine the cream of
student fiction. poetry. and photography. just 50c per issue, or 80c
for both

Bill Noyes
This is one of many volleyballleaps.
It’s one of the leaps that left SJS
opponents powerless and recently
gave the women’s volleyball team the
Northern California Intercollegiate
Championship.

Footorlog Hooted Woterbelt
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LIME OF WATERBEDS,
WATER SOFAS, AND EASY LINE FOAM CHAIRS.
4.1 WATERBEDS FROM 125.00
on Prices Bost (Notify
Stoloot (S.J.S.) Owood & wool

CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROOLEMS? P/N mgr & ar
nits needed for now recycling center Bob c/o Recycling Ass of Amer
phone 217-11103 or 371-6680

$6.00/HR. AVERAGE
Stone bummer salesmen trip, but
the money is good. 295-8444. Peal.

PISCEAN WATERBEDS

--

SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cle.er, Basic 11. Basic L
Food Supplements lenient Protein.
plain & with powdered co. beans
Cosmetics. beauty aids & person.l
care items
Phone 2117-31164
Jelsn & Mary Rhoades

PURPOSE OF MANKIND
Lectures synthesizing man’s ideals
today No fee SJ 275-9965

Bruce Freeman, your TWA campus
representative can help you get home
for the holidays. Short of cash? TWA’s
Getaway Card lets you pay as little as
S10 a month. Ask about instant credit.
Call 287-8668 for information. Call
298-6600 for reservations.

,

1960 W. Sin
PISCIAN W
Carlos. 294-1485 Junt West of the
King-Clueen. $24, Twin NS
Gap.
Safety 1. user 92. Frames $14
10
year guarantee on all beds
Also
Water Sole., modern furniture. tapetries
Ask about wor NRO policy
294-1455.

SPARTAN TRAVEL MART filOWOPEN
Lowest air fares. charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union. Call us at
787-2070 or stop by our office. Free
flight bag for first 100 passengers.

I’M BRUCE
FLY ME!

I

IN s

LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SALE!
Get REED,
IS, only cretive arts
magazine -the cream of studentfoction,
poetry, and photography. just 50C per
ins... or 904 for both

seconds following at 3
o’clock.
The Spartans are
coming off a humbling
showing in the Stanford
Sevens tournament, in
which they won but two
of 12 contests over the
weekend.
"It was a great
learning experience for
everybody," declared
SJS coach Keith
Lan s 1 ey, "considering
our experience, we did
extremely well."
SJS found much babe
proud of in the tourney.
in which 72 teams including 720 ruggers
participated. The daylong affair was played
on eight fields from 8:30
a.m. to dark with the
Bay Area Touring Side
winning the A division
title for the third
straight year by beating
the Univ e rsity Club of
UCLA, 27-6.
The Spartans entered three teams in the
tourney and played well
despite falling to some
of the best rugby squads
in the Bay Area.
Lansley,
who is
hoping for a strong club
turnout against Palo
Alto, lauded J-a-ck
Alto,
lauded Jack
Keenan, Tim O’Brien,
Floyd McGaughy and
Rich O’Leary for their
play in the tourney.

A battered but wiser
SJS Rugby Club will entertain the Palo Alto
Rugby Club Saturday in
a pair of contests on
the Spartan soccer field.
The first teams
clash at 1 p.m. with the
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